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Active-Bioresonance
Spice mixes
Application
For refining well-tried recipes or as inspiration for new 
creations. The i-like spice blends are perfect for all di-
shes, whether for special occasions or to add flavour to 
everyday life. Balanced according to the five elements 
for the perfect balance of elements in your dishes.

Whether everyday, Asian, Mediterranean, or seasonal di-
shes. The i-like spice mixes offer a multitude of possible 
uses. Simply give them a try and enjoy!

The i-like spice mixes are:

With their unique design, the high-quality spice mix con-
tainer are eye-catchers in every kitchen. Available in bo-
xes and refill pouches.

Benefit from i-like bioresonance products, such as
Meta-Converter, sinus 25 Room-Converter, sinus Body,
Vital Products such as CurSun+, cosmetics and many
other valuable aids in everyday life! Spice World

Balanced according to the five 
elements for your enjoyment

My consultant:

i-like is:
help to self-help
Experience Active-Bioresonance spice blends for your-
self. Ideal for your five element kitchen and your perso-
nal enjoyment. Perfect for every day.

• activated by the latest Swiss bioresonance 
technology

• balanced according to the five element theory of 
yin and yang

• 100% natural
• 100% vegan
• no flavour enhancers
• no colourants
• no preservatives
• no gluten, glutamates or yeast extracts
• Swiss High Quality
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The bright colours on the spice market, the smell on the 
streets of Southeast Asia, and the music in Mediterranean 
kitchens – cooking and eating are associated with a lot 
of emotions. Taste creates identity. It arises not only on 
our tongues, but also in our sense of smell and, above 
all, in our head, in our memories of childhood. Taste is 
genetically, culturally, and socially determined and brings 
people together worldwide.

For centuries, salt and just a few herbs were the only 
seasonings available in Europe. Spices were absolute 
luxury goods and a symbol of status and power. Today 
we have a huge range of tasty spices to enrich our cui-
sines. However, we are rarely aware of how much the 
taste of our food affects our well-being. In the past, many 
herbs and spices were used for medicinal purposes and 
they still influence numerous biological functions in many 
ways.

It is only with seasoning that food gets its special note. 
You can turn simple preparations turn into delicate dishes 
if you know what spices can do.

Active-Bioresonance
Spice mixes

Spice mixes
Find out more now

Five element kitchen
made easy

Immerse yourself in the emotional world of taste from
i-like and discover our unique spices!

Spicy grill
Reminiscent of the cuisines of Spain and South America 
with a spicy note, ideal for tapas, grilling and marinades.

Mild grill
With a cheeky note of paprika and the taste of evenings 
spent around the barbecue. Ideal for marinades and ex-
cellent for seasoning sauces.

Italia
Pamper your palate with Mediterranean herbs that em-
body the taste of Italy.

Curry
Discover the world of India with the incomparable taste 
of a delicious curry.

Basis
The ideal blend of spices for hearty dishes and home 
cooking as well as potato and cheese dishes.

Herbal Seasoning
Perfect for breakfast eggs, in salad dressings, or simply 
as seasoning. Our herbal seasoning is an absolute all-
rounder.

The i-like spice mixes are vegan, balanced according to 
the five element theory, and free from gluten, flavour en-
hancers and flavourings. Designed to indulge your senses 
of smell and taste.

The five element theory

In the Asian philosophy of regeneration, one speaks of 
achieving a balance in the elements. The elements wood, 
fire, earth, metal and water can be assigned to the fla-
vours sweet, sour, bitter, spicy and salty. A balanced 
blend of spices serves all tastes, pampers the senses and 
is balanced according to the elements.

To season properly, i.e. balanced according to the five 
elements, is an art. It’s now very easy with i-like spice mi-
xes. Experimenting is the key to a variety of flavours. Trust 
yourself! Your willingness to experiment is required. There 
is much more to seasoning than just salt and pepper. The 
variety of spices is great and the spice blends from i-like, 
in addition to the domestic spices, feature a variety of 
Asian, Indian, Mexican and Mediterranean spices.

Simply enjoy five 
element spices.

For more information,
please go to
www.i-like.net


